This document reports in a succinct manner the results of our model-based analyses of additional data sets from published studies. These analyses proceeded exactly as described in the manuscript, that is, by fitting the IC model jointly to data from SJ and TOJ tasks for each observer and condition (in case the same observer served in several conditions) on the constraint that parameters related to timing processes are identical under both tasks whereas parameters related to decisional and response processes may vary across tasks. Because the sensory modality of each stimulus in the pair varied across data sets, subscripts for model parameters use the general designations "r" (for the reference stimulus) and "t" (for the test stimulus); which stimulus modality was the reference and which was the test will be identified for each individual data set. In each case, results reported here include a plot of data and fitted psychometric functions for each observer and condition, a table of parameter estimates, and a brief discussion of the fit of the model. We omit discussing these results in relation to the issues addressed in the papers where the data were first reported. Our analyses are reported in chronological order of publication of the papers.
1. Schneider and Bavelier (2003) In a study of prior entry (a hypothetical acceleration of sensory processing caused by attention), Schneider and Bavelier (2003) investigated the role of different types of attentional cues using SJ and TOJ tasks with each observer in each condition. Conditions varied along a set of four experiments that differed as to which type of attentional cue was used. In turn, each experiment included several conditions regarding the temporal proximity between the cue and its target. Temporal delays between stimuli were always delivered via pairs of relatively simple (but not identical) visual stimuli presented at different locations on a monitor. Only one of the locations was cued in each trial; the cued location was regarded as the reference and, thus, temporal delays were regarded as negative when the stimulus in the uncued location was presented before the stimulus in the cued location. Despite the fact that both stimuli were always of the same modality, we fitted the general model in which the distribution of perceived onsets may differ for the two stimuli, for two reasons. One is that the stimuli were not identical (they were small circular targets of different colors); the other reason is more important because, if the prior entry hypothesis is correct, perceived onsets should indeed differ in the cued (reference) and uncued (test) locations.
In Experiment 1, nine observers participated and SJ and TOJ data were collected at temporal delays ranging from !100 ms to 100 ms in steps of 25 ms, with 20 trials per delay under each task. This protocol was used at each of seven different, randomly interwoven conditions regarding cue lead time (the amount of time by which presentation of the cue preceded presentation of its target): 0, 40, 75, 125, 200, 500 , or 1000 ms. The cue was a thin ring larger than its target and concentric with it. In each trial, cue and targets were not extinguished until the observer responded. Data from each observer in each condition under each task are shown in Figure S1 along with our fitted psychometric functions; parameter estimates are listed in Table S1 . The fitted model is not rejected in any of the 63 cases, indicating that timing processes can be regarded as identical under SJ and TOJ tasks despite conspicuous differences in observed performance across tasks and the ensuing differences in classical PSS estimates from each task (see Fig. 3A in Schneider & Bavelier, 2003) .
Experiment 2 was identical in design except that (1) the cue was not a ring displayed at its target location but an arrow always displayed at the center of the monitor that pointed to the location in which its target would be presented and (2) only six cue lead times were used: 0, 100, 300, 500, 1000, and 1500 ms. Also nine observers participated in this experiment, eight of whom had participated in Experiment 1. (In strict chronology as far as observers' participation is concerned, Experiment 3 was carried out first, followed by Experiment 2 and then Experiment 1, but this is immaterial except as regards potential familiarity effects). Data from each observer in each condition under each task are shown in Figure S2 along with our fitted psychometric functions; parameter estimates are listed in Table S2 . Across the 54 cases, the fitted model is only rejected for observer #8 in conditions 1 (0 ms cue) and 6 (1500 ms cue), for observer #5 in condition 2 (100 ms cue), and for observer #9 in condition 4 (500 ms cue), but note in Figure S2 that in these cases the fitted curves follow the path of the data as accurately as some occasionally noisy data points permit. Despite the four rejections, these results again indicate that timing processes can be regarded as identical under SJ and TOJ tasks despite conspicuous differences in observed performance across tasks and the ensuing differences in classical PSS estimates from each task (see Fig. 3B in Schneider & Bavelier, 2003) .
Experiment 3 also used the same design as Experiment 2, except that a cue lead time of 600 ms replaced the cue lead time of 500 ms and the type of cue varied. In this case, each trial started with the display (at the center of the monitor) of a cartoon face with mouth, nose, and eye whites without pupils. The cue consisted of the subsequent addition (500-1000 ms after the beginning of the trial) of pupils within the eye whites gazing towards the location of its target. Ten observers participated in this experiment, nine of whom were those who took part in Experiment 2. Data from each observer in each condition under each task are shown in Figure S3 along with our fitted psychometric functions; parameter estimates are listed in Table S3 . Across the 60 cases, the fitted model is only rejected for observer #4 in condition 6 (1500 ms cue), for observer #5 in conditions 2 (100 ms cue) and 4 (600 ms cue) and for observer #7 in condition 1 (0 ms cue), but note in Figure S3 that the fitted curves follow the path of the data very accurately also in these cases. Timing processes can again be regarded as identical under SJ and TOJ tasks despite conspicuous differences in observed performance across tasks and the ensuing differences in classical PSS estimates from each task (see Fig. 3C in Schneider & Bavelier, 2003) .
In Experiment 4, circular rings were again used as cues, but other rings were also presented that altered the informative value of the true cue. The experiment was divided into two parts (with different observers in each part): In Experiments 4A and 4B, the cue lead times were respectively fixed at 75 and 150 ms. Six conditions were defined in each part according to how many rings were displayed in each trial: 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, or 12 (Experiment 4A) and 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 (Experiment 4B) . Only one of the rings displayed in a trial turned up to be concentric with the location of its target and, thus, was the true cue among other non-informative rings. Twelve observers participated in each part, none of whom had participated in the preceding experiments. Since data from Experiment 4A were not available, data from Experiment 4B from each observer in each condition under each task are shown in Figure S4 along with our fitted psychometric functions; parameter estimates are listed in Table S4 . The fitted model is not rejected in any of the 72 cases, indicating again that timing processes can be regarded as identical under SJ and TOJ tasks despite conspicuous differences in observed performance across tasks and the ensuing differences in classical PSS estimates from each task (see Fig. 9B in Schneider & Bavelier, 2003) .
Fujisaki and Nishida (2009)
In a study about the resolution of temporal-order judgments in cross-modal combinations, Fujisaki and Nishida (2009) used audio-visual, audio-tactile, visuo-tactile, and tactile-tactile pairs. Only in their Experiment 4 were SJ and TOJ tasks used under otherwise identical conditions and our analyses are limited to data from that experiment. The visual stimulus was a Gaussian luminance blob presented for 6.25 ms on the center of a monitor where observers kept their gaze. The auditory stimulus was a white-noise burst lasting 6.25 ms. The tactile stimulus was a 6.25-ms up-then-down vertical movement delivered to the tip of the right index finger by the tip of a vibration generator; in tactile-tactile pairs, stimuli were delivered to the index fingers of each hand. In the audio-visual combination, the visual stimulus was the reference and the auditory stimulus was the test. In the audio-tactile combination, the tactile stimulus was the reference and the auditory stimulus was the test. In the visuo-tactile combination, the visual stimulus was the reference and the tactile stimulus was the test. In the tactile-tactile combination, the reference stimulus was that delivered to the left hand and the test stimulus was that delivered to the right hand. Under each task, 12 trials were administered at each of 27 temporal delays: 0, ±5, ±10, ±20, ±30, ±40, ±50, ±60, ±80, ±100, ±150, ±200, ±250, and ±300 ms. Seven observers participated in the experiment.
We fitted the general model in which the distribution of perceived onsets may differ for the two stimuli, even for the tactile-tactile combination because it is unclear that peripheral processing and transmission times will be identical for stimuli delivered to the left and to the right hands. In any case, this decision does not compromise the fit of the general model in the event that processing and transmission times are actually identical, for two reasons. First, and most important, because model parameters reflecting timing processes for each stimulus can end up estimated at the same values if the data so demands; second, because this decision does not affect the extent to which data from SJ and TOJ tasks can both be accounted for on the implicit assumption that timing parameters are identical across tasks (regardless of whether or not they are also identical for the two stimuli).
Data from each observer under each combination in both tasks are shown in Figure S5 along with our fitted psychometric functions; parameter estimates are listed in Table S5 . The fitted model is not rejected in any of the 28 cases, indicating again that timing parameters can be regarded as identical under SJ and TOJ tasks despite conspicuous differences in observed performance across tasks and the ensuing differences in classical PSS estimates from each task (see Fig. 5 in Fujisaki & Nishida, 2009 ).
Sanders et al. (2011)
In a study on perceptual asynchrony between vestibular and auditory stimuli, Sanders et al. (2011) used SJ and TOJ tasks with a sample of 14 observers. The vestibular (reference) stimulus was an externally caused back-and-forth head rotation about the earth-vertical axis that lasted four seconds; the auditory (test) stimulus was a 10-ms, 800-Hz tone whose delay was defined with respect to the onset of the motion. Auditory delays ranged from !200 ms to 700 ms in steps of 50 ms, although the particular subset of delays that was used varied slightly and not systematically across observers and tasks. The number of trials administered at each delay under each task for each observer also varied between 5 and 20. We also fitted the general model (i.e., that with potentially different timing parameters for each stimulus) to these data, with the results shown in Figure S6 ; parameter estimates are listed in Table S6 . The fitted model is again not rejected for any of the 14 observers, indicating that timing parameters can be regarded as identical under SJ and TOJ tasks despite conspicuous differences in observed performance across tasks and the ensuing differences in classical PSS estimates and widths of the temporal binding window obtained with each task (see 
